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1 Background
Applicants Name: Emmanuel Agullo
Application Name: ScalFMM
Programming Language: C++
Programming Model: MPI, OpenMP and Task-Based
Source Code Available: Yes
Input data: 2 random (uniform and non-uniform) distributions of 100 millions of particles
Performance study: Audit

The traces were obtained using Extrae 3.4.1, with the detailed trace mode without sampling
and one set of hardware counters, on the paravance cluster of the Grid’5000 experimental testbed
in Rennes. Each node of this cluster has two Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 CPUs with 8 cores per
CPU and 126 GB of RAM. Thus 16 OpenMP threads were used per nodes for the experiment.
We used OpenMPI 1.6.1 and gcc 4.9.2. All nodes are connected to a switch with 10 Gb/s
Ethernet links. Ten traces with two, four, eight, sixteen, and thirty-two nodes were produced.
For all the measurements, we used two particle distributions, a uniform particle distribution of
100 millions of particles and a non-uniform (ellipsoid) particle distribution of 100 millions of
particles. All runs are using the same Chebyshev kernel with an accuracy of 10−6. However, the
octree is deeper for the non-uniform distribution (height of 12 instead of 8) in order to reduce
the imbalance of direct particle interactions. We thus have five traces per particle distribution
type. These distributions were provided by the applicant. We use the trace obtained on two
nodes as reference for our scalability study.

The ScalFMM application can be executed in various flavors including an efficient task-
based version based on the StarPU runtime. However, as instrumenting both the application
and the task-based runtime (StarPU) proved to be difficult, we decided to focus our study on
the state-of-the-art OpenMP+MPI version which corresponds to the algorithm class FFmmAL-
gorithmThreadProc.

The difficulty of instrumenting the StarPU runtime mainly comes from the fact that the
different states of the StarPU workers are not detected. Thus, even if all threads were idle,
extrae saw them as active which leads to perfect efficiencies and incredibly good IPC.

2 Application structure
ScalFMM is a library that implements the Fast Multipole Method at large-scale. This method
aims at computing pairwise interactions between particles. A typical run can be divided into
two phases (separated by the purple states in Figure 1).

The first phase is the initialization phase during which the application creates objects and
randomly generates particles. Then, all nodes exchange particles so that all the particles are
sorted following a Morton index. We let this phase out of the scope of the audit for two reasons.
First, the applicant does not study this phase. Second the input data we used were randomly
generated at runtime and does not represent a real life experiment where there is I/O.

The second phase is the FMM phase, where the Fast Multipole Method algorithm is exe-
cuted. This phase only executes once and the purpose of this report is to audit this phase and
its behavior on larger scales. This is the Focus of Analysis.
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Figure 1: ScalFMM timeline of parallel functions on two nodes with a uniform distribution.
The two phases (initialization and FMM phase) are delimited by the purple line which denotes
the beginning of the FMM algorithm.

3 Focus of Analysis (FoA)
The Focus of Analysis, shown in Figure 2, is composed of five different sections: the bottom
pass, the upward pass, the transfer pass, the downward pass, and the direct pass1. The most
time-consuming passes are the direct and transfer passes.

Figure 2: FoA timeline on two nodes on a uniform distribution.

Basically, the parallelization of the different passes is achieved through parallel loops. How-
ever, in parts of the transfer and direct passes, the parallelism is exploited with tasks-based
programming using OpenMP tasks introduced in OpenMP3. Figure 3 shows that for these two
passes, only two threads (one per node) are submitting tasks while the others execute tasks.

Figure 3: FoA timeline of task execution (up) and task submission (down) on two nodes with
a uniform distribution. Dark yellow corresponds to the transfer pass and Bright yellow to the
direct pass. Note that only OpenMP tasks are submitted.

1The FMM algorithm also contains a merging pass, but in our case, it is integrated into the direct pass.
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4 Scalability
Figure 4 shows the scalability of the FOA from 2 to 32 nodes. The orange line shows the optimal
scaling while the dotted orange line indicates 80% of the optimal. Each plot above the dotted
line is considered to be good even though there is room for improvement.
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Figure 4: Speedup of the FOA for both uniform and non-uniform particle distributions.

This speedup plot shows that up to 8 nodes, both uniform and non-uniform distributions
scale well even though they slowly drift away from the optimal. However, when reaching 16
nodes, both version go under the dotted line and only reach 77% of the optimal for the uniform
distribution and 75% of the optimal for the non-uniform distribution. This is getting worse
with 32 nodes. The achieved speedup is only of 63% of the optimal for the uniform distribution
and 71% for the non-uniform distribution.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the useful duration timeline for the FOA when we increase
the number of nodes (from top to bottom).

Figure 5: Screenshot of time distribution in the FOA. The uniform is on the left and the
non-uniform is on the right.
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On the left handside, we see that one process takes more time to complete, which could
explain why the uniform distribution achieves a speedup below 80% of the optimalone.

On the right handside, we see that the non-uniform distribution preserves its typical V
shape, but we also see that this V shape gets deeper when the number of nodes grows. This in
turn increases the imbalance of the last pass (the direct pass).

Figure 5 also shows that both distributions present a gap between the last pass (the direct
pass) and other passes. for the non-uniform distribution, this gap is bigger and leads to more
fragmentation than for the uniform distribution.

5 Efficiency
Efficiency is measured using metrics in Table 1. All metrics range from 0 to 1, with 1 being
the ideal. The global efficiency remains good up to 4 nodes but seriously decreases for 8 nodes
and collapses for 16 and 32 nodes. The parallel efficiency slightly decreases when the number
of nodes grows, but is still good (remains over 0.8). The loss of global efficiency is caused by a
conjugate loss in both parallel efficiency and computational efficiency. When looking at Table 1,
computational efficiency loses 8 points while parallel efficiency loses 6 points.

Table 3 shows that the IPC scaling and Instruction scaling slightly decrease but remains
very good.

Nb. Nodes 2 4 8 16 32
Global Efficiency 0.97 0.95 0.88 0.76 0.62

Parallel Efficiency 0.98 0.97 0.94 0.88 0.82
Load Balance 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.95 0.92
Communication Efficiency 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.93 0.89

Computation Efficiency 1.00 0.98 0.94 0.86 0.76

Table 1: Efficiencies of the OpenMP+MPI algorithm on a uniform distribution of particles.

For the non-uniform particle distribution, Table 2 shows a similar drop at 16 nodes even
though the loss is smaller. We also see that the parallel efficiency decreases faster than for the
uniform distribution. It is explained by a steady decrease of the load balance metric. Such a
difference in load balancing between the two distributions can easily be explained. An initial
non-uniform distribution is more likely to assign different workloads to the nodes, hence the
load imbalance.

Nb. Nodes 2 4 8 16 32
Global Efficiency 0.95 0.90 0.82 0.71 0.67

Parallel Efficiency 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.78
Load Balance 0.95 0.92 0.88 0.83 0.84
Communication Efficiency 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.93

Computation Efficiency 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.89 0.86

Table 2: Efficiencies of the OpenMP+MPI algorithm on a non-uniform distribution of particles.

Table 3 also reveals a very good IPC and Instruction scaling. The amount of instruction
remains the same while the IPC increase.
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Nb. IPC Instruction
Nodes Scaling Scaling

2 1.00 1.00
4 1.00 1.00
8 1.00 0.99

16 0.99 0.98
32 0.99 0.97

(a) Uniform distribution

Nb. IPC Instruction
Nodes Scaling Scaling

2 1.00 1.00
4 1.06 1.00
8 1.06 1.00

16 1.06 1.00
32 1.08 1.00

(b) Non-Uniform distribution

Table 3: IPC scaling and Instruction scaling.

6 Load Balance
We saw in the previous section that there was a little imbalance. It may be induced by the
particle distribution for the non-uniform distribution. However, we also saw in Figure 5 that
some thread take more time to complete, even on the uniform distribution.

Table 4a shows a very good balance of IPC that remains close to 1 and Table 4b shows a
slightly worse balance but still good (over 0.9). Both Table 4a and Table 4b reveal that the
load balance of IPC does not depend on the number of nodes.

Nb. IPC Instruction
Nodes Load Balance Load Balance

2 0.99 0.98
4 0.99 0.98
8 0.99 0.96

16 0.99 0.93
32 0.98 0.88

(a) Uniform distribution

Nb. IPC Instruction
Nodes Load Balance Load Balance

2 0.91 0.86
4 0.95 0.92
8 0.95 0.89

16 0.95 0.86
32 0.95 0.85

(b) Non-Uniform distribution

Table 4: Load Balance of IPC and instruction.

If we look at the instruction load balance, Table 4a shows that it slowly decreases as the
number of nodes grows even for the uniform distribution. Nevertheless, Table 4b shows the
same decrease for the non-uniform distribution even though it is not as clear as the uniform
distribution.

Such imbalance in the instructions can induce a loss in the load balance efficiency.
If we look at the load balance of parallel functions on each node, we see that all threads are

not well balanced at the node level. Table 5 shows that the load balance of the Upward Pass
and the Downward Pass quickly decrease while the load balance of the transfer Pass is very bad
and slightly increases with the number of nodes but remains poorly balanced.

To understand such a bad imbalance in the Transfer Pass, we look at the time spent in this
pass. We see that all threads of a node seem well balanced except for two threads: the first
thread of the pool which is doing a little more work and one random thread which is doing
much more work (about 8 times more than other threads for the uniform distribution on 32
nodes). This induces a serious imbalance inside the node itself.

The two functions Upward Pass and Downward Pass are similar as they both present the
same decrease of load balance and both have few threads that spend more time than the others
in the function. Figure 6 show the distribution of the distance to the mean time spent in the
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Functions Nb. Average Load Balance
Nodes (Uniform) (Non uniform)

2 1.00 1.00
4 1.00 0.98

Bottom Pass 8 1.00 1.00
16 0.99 1.00
32 0.99 1.00
2 0.98 0.96
4 0.95 0.88

Upward Pass 8 0.92 0.88
16 0.80 0.80
32 0.74 0.85
2 0.09 0.07
4 0.12 0.08

Transfer Pass 8 0.14 0.08
16 0.18 0.09
32 0.21 0.11
2 0.98 1.00
4 0.96 0.72

Downward Pass 8 0.93 0.74
16 0.71 0.70
32 0.54 0.51
2 1.00 1.00
4 1.00 1.00

Direct Pass 8 1.00 1.00
16 1.00 1.00
32 1.00 1.00

Table 5: Parallel functions with the mean load balance of MPI process.

downward pass. We see that a huge majority of the threads remains close to the mean time
spent in the downward pass. This majority remains under 10 % of difference from the mean up
to 8 nodes. The limit drops to 30 % for 16 nodes and 50 % for 32 nodes. Figure 6 also shows for
16 nodes and 32 nodes, that even if a vast majority of the threads has less than 30 % (or 50%
for 32 nodes) of difference to the mean, very few of them have more than 400% of difference.

The increasing difference from the mean can be explained by the fact that the pass goes
through the octree level by level. When working on levels close to the root, it may be possible
that there are more threads than elements to compute and some threads may become inactive.
This situation is exacerbated when the total number of threads increases.

Table 6 shows that the direct pass presents a perfect load balance. This means that all of
the threads on one node are perfectly balanced. However, when looking at the average time
spent in the direct pass for each node on 32 nodes, we see a load balance of 0.90 between nodes
for the direct pass. This seriously impacts the performance especially as the application spends
90 % of the parallel time in the direct pass for uniform distribution.
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Figure 6: Distribution of the distance to the mean time spent in the Downward Pass function.

Nb. Average Load
Nodes Time Balance

2 113393276 1.00
4 57864604 1.00
8 29854134 0.99

16 16075353 0.97
32 8920336 0.90

Table 6: Average time spent in the Direct Pass and its load balance for uniform distribution.

7 Serial performance
The average IPC (Instruction per second) for the Focus of Analysis region remains stable when
the number of nodes grows. The average value is good, at 1.70 instructions per second and the
load balance is excellent at 0.99. The IPC average is even better for the non-uniform distribution
at 2.53 in average, but with a slightly worse load balance at 0.95.

Figure 7 shows the IPC timeline on 32 nodes for a uniform distribution and a non-uniform
distribution. The orange sections correspond to an IPC greater than 2 while the blue sections
have an IPC of 1.6. We see that the direct pass has an IPC of 1.6 except for short periods while
other passes present an IPC greater than 2.

For the non-uniform distribution we see two things. First, some nodes have a very short
direct pass due to the imbalance induced by the initial distribution. This seems to allow those
nodes to achieve a higher IPC for this pass. Second, the transfer pass is more present than the
direct pass on the non-uniform due to a deeper octree. However, the transfer pass manages to
achieve a higher IPC than the direct pass. This allows to seriously increase the average IPC of
the run and leads to better IPC performance for the non-uniform distribution.
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Figure 7: IPC timeline for the uniform (up) and non-uniform (down). Green denotes an IPC
lower than 1, Blue indicates IPC of 1.6, and Orange corresponds to an IPC greater than 2.

8 Communications
Table 7 shows the percentage of time spent by the application outside MPI and inside the three
most time-consuming MPI functions. We can see that more than 99% of its time is spent outside
of MPI functions. Communications are thus not a major performance bottleneck for ScalFMM.
The slight decrease of the communication efficiency in Table 1 (from 0.99 to 0.89) is caused by
the MPI Barrier function whose grows linearly with the number of nodes. While it is not a
major issue at the studied scale, it might become a real bottleneck for larger numbers of nodes.

Procs Outside MPI MPI Waitall MPI Barrier MPI Allgather
2 99.94 % 0.02 % 0.03 % 0.01 %
4 99.92 % 0.02 % 0.01 % 0.04 %
8 99.84 % 0.04 % 0.10 % 0.03 %

16 99.66 % 0.07 % 0.22 % 0.05 %
32 99.31 % 0.07 % 0.58 % 0.03 %

Table 7: Percentage of time spent outside MPI call and inside the three most time-consuming
MPI functions of the FoA for the uniform distribution.

9 OpenMP
When looking at the different states through which each thread goes, we see that most of the
time is spent executing code. We also see that threads spent an increasing amount of time
synchronizing.
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Table 8 shows the average time spent in synchronization per thread. It reveals that the
average percentage of time spent in synchronization grows with the number of processors for
the uniform distribution. For the non-uniform distribution, this percentage does not seem to
be affected by the scale.

Procs Uniform Non Uniform
2 1.41 % 4.48 %
4 2.55 % 3.14 %
8 3.92 % 4.90 %

16 7.68 % 6.53 %
32 12.87 % 5.76 %

Table 8: Percentage of time spent in OpenMP synchronization.

Figure 8: State timeline for the uniform distribution on 4 nodes (up) and 32 nodes (down).
Blue state is a running state. Yellow state is a ”Scheduling and Fork/Join” state. Dark red is
synchronization state. Orange state is group communication state.

Figure 8 shows the state timeline for 4 nodes (up) and 32 nodes (down) on the uniform
distribution. The bright green square indicates that an important synchronization state involves
all the nodes at the beginning of the direct pass. The orange square points out a large patch
of synchronization states in the middle of the direct pass. When looking at the direct pass in
Figure 8 (after the green square), we see two things. On 4 nodes, the execution of the direct
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pass seems to alternate computing and synchronization with a short period. On 32 nodes we
see periodic synchronization steps like the one in the orange square.

Figure 9 is a zoom of Figure 8 in the middle of the direct pass. It reveals that on 4
nodes (left timeline), very short period of synchronization interrupt computing phases at high
frequency. It confirms the presence of synchronization steps for 32 nodes (right timeline). Those
synchronization steps are likely to be responsible for the increasing time spent in synchronization
in the uniform distribution given that they are growing with the scale.

Figure 9: State timeline for uniform distribution on 4 nodes (left) and 32 nodes (right). It has
been zoomed in the middle of the direct pass. Red states are synchronization states and blue
states are running states.

Figure 8 also shows that, except for the few threads that are in the ”Scheduling and
Fork/Join” state, the transfer pass (before the green square) does not spend much time in
synchronization. Figure 10 reinforces the previous saying by showing that even the strips of
”Scheduling and Fork/Join” states are only dotted lines. This few amount of synchronization
state in the transfer pass may explain why the transfer pass performs better IPC than the direct
pass.

Figure 10: State timeline for the transfer pass on uniform distribution with 32 nodes.

Figure 10 also shows, in the pink square, black patches which correspond to serial sections.
While they are also present with fewer nodes, their size increases with the number of nodes.
Figure 11 shows it evolution from 4 to 32 nodes.

A quick look at Figure 12 informs us that the transfer pass behaves the same way for both
uniform and non-uniform distribution. There are dotted lines of ”Scheduling and Fork/Join”
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Figure 11: Increasing size of a serial section at the beginning of the transfer pass for uniform
distribution. The serial section is framed by a pink square. 4 nodes (up left), 8 nodes (down
left), 16 nodes (up right) and 32 nodes (down right).

state and synchronization state but the application is mainly executing code. However, the
direct pass (the red area) does not present the same patterns. The synchronization patches have
disappeared and it now seems that the direct pass spends its whole time in synchronization.

When zooming on the direct pass (Figure 12, bottom timeline), we see that the direct
pass is roughly composed of two parts. The first part in the green square. It is also present
for the uniform distribution (see the green square on Figure 8) and it is composed of MPI
communication and of computation.

The second part does however not behave the same way for uniform and non-uniform dis-
tributions. Figure 13 shows a zoom of the same duration in the second part of the direct pass.
We see on the timeline for the uniform distribution (top timeline) that there are large patches
of synchronization, as said before. But on the non-uniform timeline, there is a big amount of
synchronization spot in addition to smaller patches of synchronization.
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Figure 12: Timeline of states for non-uniform distribution on 32 nodes (up) and a zoom on the
direct pass (down).

Figure 13: State timeline zoomed in the middle of the direct pass for both uniform distribution
(up) and non-uniform distribution (down).
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10 Summary of observations
From our analysis, we can conclude that the OpenMP+MPI version of ScalFMM is not very
efficient. It certainly exhibits a high IPC and a good IPC balance between cores while the
parallel efficiency remains good. The obtained traces also show that the algorithm actually
spends only a little fraction of its execution time in MPI functions. However, we note that the
presence of a global barrier might hinder the scalability of the application.

We observed that the OpenMP+MPI version of ScalFMM has an instruction imbalance that
may impact the computational efficiency and may prevent the application from scaling up. We
have also detected, that increasing the number of nodes on the uniform distribution increases
the amount of instructions executed as well. This suggests a code replication or a higher number
of boundary elements that induce an increase in the number of instructions.

We also note in Section 7 that the direct pass presents a lower IPC than the other passes,
especially with regard to the transfer pass. This is the main reason for the non-uniform to
having a higher IPC average.

We detect in Section 9 that on uniform distributions the algorithm tend to spend an in-
creasing amount of time in synchronization state. This section also reveals that a fair amount
spent in synchronization time is due to the direct pass whatever the data distribution.

We recommend to explore the following leads:

• Consider to increase the height of the octree to benefit from the higher IPC of the transfer
pass.

• Investigate the increasing imbalance in number of instructions when the number of nodes
increases.

• Find a way to remove the global MPI Barrier, that might constitute a limit to the scala-
bility of the application.

• Try to remove OpenMP barrier and OpenMP taskwait between octree level to avoid a
bottleneck when getting close to the root.

• Study the direct pass to diminish the amount synchronization time.
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